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This project will be executed by the Vidcode team. The team includes co-founders Alexandra Diracles 

and Melissa Halfon, Leandra Tejedor (front-end developer and designer), and Matthew Tyree (lead 

engineer).

There will be at least one full-time team member fully dedicated to the integration. The project will have 

input from the entire Vidcode team.

The project will be phased over February thru May 2015.

Our of�ces in SoHo will be the primary site for the work.

The process for the work will be broken up into the following steps:

1.       Integrate p5.js into the Vidcode application. Vidcode is a node web application that leverages 

  HTML5 video and canvas to create a live coding environment for editing videos and photos with 

  JavaScript. Integrating p5 library into this existing environment will be the fundamental 

  technology piece for the project. This will involve ensuring all the current features and functions 

  of the Vidcode user experience are supported by the p5 integration. This will, amongst other 

  things, include that the users can upload or record videos as the source for their code, they can 

  export their videos and code for their personal portfolios, and they can share their videos and 

  code with the community.

2.      Build advanced pre-fabricated projects using the p5 technology. The current lessons on Vidcode 

  serve as an introduction to the fundamentals of programming through project-oriented tracks, 

  for example, learning about JavaScript arrays via the frame array of a stop-motion animation. 

  The p5 integration will allow for the creation of more advanced and creative lessons that leverage 

  the power of processing.

3.      Create a library of “user code”, the code exposed to the end user that will be a sub-section of the 

  underlying code used to build the framework. This is in line with our philosophy and practice of 

  having our users not building everything from the bottom up, but rather from the top down. 

  This makes for a learning experience that mitigates intimidation and frustration for beginners.

4.      Build a curriculum around the p5 integration that includes lesson plans, vocabulary lists, and 

  reference guides for teachers and students. This will provide a supportive structure for students 

  to learn and build projects within a traditional classroom setting.

5.      Build documentation. Providing extensive code documentation will allow more advanced students 

  to go beyond pre-fabricated lessons and build within a sandbox-like coding environment and 

  experience the limitless options of programming.

Throughout the project, the Vidcode team would work with the processing community for continued 

feedback and mentorship on the progress of the project.

Vidcode is funded by angel investment that will supplement support for the project and team. 


